Benign decay vs. photolysis in the photophysics and photochemistry of 5-bromouracil. A computational study.
The excited state potential energy surface of 5-bromouracil has been studied with ab initio CASPT2//CASSCF calculations to rationalize the competition between the benign decay and the photolysis found experimentally. The surface is characterized by an extended region of degeneracy between S(1) and S(0). The access to this region has been studied with minimum energy path calculations from the FC structure, the seam of intersection has been mapped in detail, and the decay paths from different regions of the seam have been characterized. There are two decay paths with low barriers that are limiting cases for the actual decay dynamics. The first path involves the bromine elimination and leads to a region of near degeneracy between the ground and excited states, and the second one leads back to the reactant through a conical intersection between the two states. The conical intersection for benign decay is part of a seam that lies along the C(5)-Br stretching coordinate, and decay at the region of the seam with a stretched C(5)-Br bond leads to photolysis. Thus, the reactivity depends on the point of the seam at which decay to the ground state takes place. The low experimental photolysis quantum yield suggests that the energetically favored decay is the one that regenerates the reactant, while the low barriers computed to access the region of decay are in agreement with the measured picosecond excited state lifetime.